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Abstract: This paper looks at the situation of systems engineers and systems 

engineering in developing systems of moderate complexity. Seen the long-term 

goal of establishing a best practice guideline for systems engineers in the develop-

ment of such systems, it presents compiled results that were obtained by the MkS 

working group of “Gesellschaft für Systems Engineering” [the German chapter of  

INCOSE, remark of the translator]. The conclusion is that such results, but even 

more the personal network of professionals supports the systems engineer in daily 

business. 

1 Introduction 

Systems Engineering (SE) is well defined by [INC10], but has to be tailored to meet 

individual demands when starting a new business activity. While large projects can 

consult the literature and the guidelines it contains, Systems Engineering is frequently 

re-invented by the organizations developing moderately complex systems (Mks) [the 

German abbreviation “MkS” is left unchanged; remark of the translator]. This paper is 

based on the work of the working group on moderately complex systems (MkS working 

group) of “Gesellschaft für Systems Engineering” (GfSE). The working group’s goal, as 

set by the group, is the creation of a best practice guide for the application of Systems 

Engineering in the development of moderately complex systems. This paper presents 

first results, with regards to requirements, architecture and verification.  

The intention of this paper is not to make new statements about SE. It rather is to present 

the compilation of the working group members’ best demonstrated practice in SE. This 

compilation emphasizes focus areas to assist organizations that introduce Systems Engi-

neering in the development of moderately complex systems.   
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2 Definition of Terms 

Some of the terms we use will be defined hereafter; the definition of other terms that 

would require definition is deferred to [INC10]. 

2.1 System / Subsystem  

We here use the term system for the System of Interest [INC10]. This is based on the 

assumption that the project a system context description exists within the project, 

defining the system and its boundaries. 

We use the term subsystem for those physical elements whose integration directly results 

in the system. These can be decomposed further into sub-elements, which we do not 

name with a defined term. Note that the definition of the term “subsystem” is only 

relevant within the scope of this paper, because the term has different definitions 

elsewhere.  

2.2 Moderately Complex System (MkS)  

The MkS working group deliberately decided to focus on the complexity of the system 

and not the size of the organization developing it. This is based on the finding that large 

and very large organizations develop moderately complex systems. Various definitions 

for the term “complexity” as a property of the system exist in the Systems Engineering 

domain. None of the definitions we know appeared to be appropriate for this work. 

Therefore the working group has not based its definition of a moderately complex 

system on system complexity per se, but – pragmatically – on the number of hierarchy 

levels of the system within the responsibility of Systems Engineers. We present the 

result in the next paragraph, but we declare that it is preliminary, because we are still 

looking for a definition of complexity that focuses more on the system itself. 

Definition (to be seen as a working hypothesis; preliminary): An MkS is a system whose 

subsystems are subdivided in terms of a substructure outside the responsibility of 

Systems Engineers [XING11]. The scope of systems engineers’ responsibility shall not 

depend on the way in which the system is created, within one organization or across a 

supply chain. 

An example that is no MkS is a fictitious system “A” consisting of three subsystems 

whose suppliers have systems engineers that contribute to the development of those.  

Another fictitious system “B”, however, again consisting of three subsystems with 

thousands of components that are defined, developed or integrated within full 

responsibility of the engineering domains, is an MkS. 
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2.3 Stakeholder 

A stakeholder is a (group of) person(s) or an institution that has an interest in the system 

and may make requirements to it (defined based on the glossary entry “stakeholder” in 

[Wei08]). 

3 Procedure 

The MkS working group met multiple times, to present and collect the group members’ 

experiences. The significant findings during those presentations were captured and 

reviewed by the group members. This way, the present paper evolved. 

4 Observations 

Even though it was possible to reach consensus in the group about several statements 

concerning requirements, architecture and verification, the most valuable learnings from 

the group works are the findings from discussions within the group. These are subjective 

for each group member, and relate to a member’s current situation regarding a running 

project. In consequence, these findings will not be reported here. 

Nevertheless, one general observation shall be mentioned: The numerous coincidences 

between different group members’ experiences with regards to the introduction of 

systems engineering, the challenges in daily business and the gap between theory – i.e. 

textbook approach – and practitioner’s work in systems engineering were surprising to 

several group members. Consequently, group members received confirmation for certain 

approaches they took during daily work through the exchange of experiences within the 

group. 
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[Remarks of the translator:  

 -  The German figure title translates to “the (unknown) base architecture”

 -  The German terms “Lastenheft” and “Pflichtenheft” are specific to certain 

  contracts in Germany and have no equivalent English translation

Figure 1. “Zigzag model”: Interrelations between requirements and solution on 

different levels of abstraction (reproduced from the presentation slides of

[Wei12] by courtesy of oose Innovative Informatik GmbH).

5 Results 

5.1 Requirements Management 

The structure of requirements and solution artifact

([Wei11], [Wei12]) according to figure 1, where requirements and the corresponding 

solution or architecture are derived from each othe

For moderately complex systems in particular

• In the area of moderately complex systems, we do not expect more than two or 

three levels of abstractions (which results directly 

moderately complex system according to section 2.2).

 

he German figure title translates to “the (unknown) base architecture”. 

heft” and “Pflichtenheft” are specific to certain  

e no equivalent English translation.] 

Interrelations between requirements and solution on  

reproduced from the presentation slides of  

oose Innovative Informatik GmbH). 

The structure of requirements and solution artifacts seems to follow the zigzag model 

1, where requirements and the corresponding 

solution or architecture are derived from each other across multiple levels of abstraction. 

in particular, we make the following considerations: 

In the area of moderately complex systems, we do not expect more than two or 

three levels of abstractions (which results directly from the definition of a 

moderately complex system according to section 2.2). 
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• The name of different abstraction levels and artifacts varies between different 

organizations. 

• Some levels or artifacts can be omitted in documentation, but will then stay 

only in the mind of the involved individuals. 

• It has to be identified where, i.e. on which abstraction levels, certain stakehol-

ders should be granted direct participation with regards to requirements. 

Glossaries facilitate requirements work and should be captured in a representation that is 

accessible to all stakeholders. Modeling languages can be seen as one possible 

representation. 

Methods of requirements re-use across projects reduce time to market. They have to be 

established before requirements are written and can be implemented most notably with 

good tool support. 

The effort for implementing tool-based synchronization between requirements manage-

ment tools and architecture (modeling) tools must not be underestimated. Some of the 

group members have made good experiences with a manual approach to synchroni-

zation. As of today, there is no widespread practice of using fully model-based proce-

dures that fit the existing tool chains of the organizations and meet regulatory require-

ments. In particular, test management tools that support a fully model-based approach 

are rated as a future challenge from the group’s point of view, rather than one that is 

relevant today. 

Functional requirements open the solution space, non-functional requirements constrain 

it. For example, “getting from A to B” entails thousands of solutions. Only upon 

injection of limits such as “use proven technology”, “upper limit to development cost / 

time”, “upper limit to production cost” or “has to fit the product portfolio of the 

organization”, the solution space will be constrained significantly. These are usually 

requirements from business stakeholders (primarily from clients / sponsors), which can 

thus drive fundamental architectural decisions and thus impede or explicitly facilitate 

significant innovation. Business requirements should thus be stated explicitly in 

requirements documents, and should be challenged in order to explicitly confirm them.  

Heuristics and rules: 

• Use templates for phrasing requirements („The user wants“ / „The system 

shall“ oder „The system must“ / „When A then B“ / „If A then B“ / … – stated 

in English [even in the German source of this translation; remark of the 

translator], because requirements documents are usually relevant to readers 

from different areas and thus often written in English in an international 

context). 

• Re-use starts at the level of requirements 
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• Companies that develop multiple generations of products with different variants 

can collect requirements that were proven by projects in a requirements pool for 

re-use [IBM10]. 

• Choose an agile approach. 

• Pictures are helpful in complementing requirements for the sake of illustration, 

but they cannot replace using a (natural or modeling) language for writing them 

down. 

• Requirements shall state measurable values and the corresponding tolerances. 

Avoid terms like “simple”, “appropriate”, “user friendly”, “large”, “simple”, 

“etc.”, “fast”. 

5.2 Architecture 

Each system has an architecture, i.e. a principle that governs how its inner elements are 

composed and interrelated. For focused realization and maintenance of a system, it is 

important to know the system architecture. It should therefore be documented in an 

architecture description (based on documents or models). In daily use, the term 

architecture is often used instead of architecture description. 

Architecture descriptions should accommodate the point of views of different 

stakeholders involved in architecting. It is thus necessary to offer different views on the 

same concept. This is one of the strengths of model-based techniques. 

Existing methods for the creation of the architecture description are mainly based on 

functional requirements (e.g. methods for the creation of functional architectures [LW10, 

KLW11] or SYSMOD [Wei08]). The working group does not know a comprehensive 

methodology that considers non-functional requirements. Even though distinct areas like 

design-to-cost are covered by existing work, other topics like reliability or aesthetics of 

products are not covered sufficiently by common methods. A company in the MkS 

domain will have to find its own method of accounting for non-functional requirements 

in architecture. 

Which method and which tools to choose depends on the kind of task to be accom-

plished. Model-based approaches and the corresponding modeling tools are often bene-

ficial. The working group recommends SysML as a modeling language. This modeling 

language has the potential to become a universal language in engineering, because it can 

combine precise representations of different views in one model. If only few facts need 

to be analyzed, simple tools suffice, such as pen and paper to visualize models in hand 

drawn sketches. Indeed, the example of creating of such throw-away sketches for the 

sake of communicating in the team shows that not all models need to be stored and 

maintained (agile approach [Amb02]). If a model with a long lifetime or the inter-

connection of different views within one model is required, then a software tool with a 

model repository is the only appropriate modeling tool. 
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While introducing a methodology, a company should start a pilot project as soon as 

possible to gain experiences. New methods should be limited to those parts that have 

been proven beneficial. A pragmatic approach of using a methodology with buy-in is 

more beneficial than a complex and comprehensive method that is not broadly 

supported. When introducing and maintaining a methodology in an organization, it is 

important to individually coach key players in development. 

Heuristics: 

• Good architecture can only exist if architects can regularly communicate with 

the different engineering disciplines. 

• A good architecture description can only be created if the different engineering 

domains contribute to the architectural documentation. 

• A good interface definition can only be created if representatives of both sides 

of the interface reach consensus. 

• If you think that your design is perfect, then this is because you have not yet 

shown it to anyone else [anonymous source]. 

• Simplify, simplify, simplify … [MR02] 

• If the architecture description of an MkS contains a detailed description of 

subsystems’ inner structures, then the architect has probably overdone it. 

The last statement shall be revisited again: For most moderately complex systems there 

are no descriptions of subsystems’ inner structures within the scope of systems engi-

neering (see also: definition of the term “MkS” further above). Typically the different 

engineering domains are responsible for their respective subsystem architecture. This 

means that the system architect of an MkS often does not need to resolve system 

structures across levels of hierarchy in the supply chain. Thus the key task of an architect 

in the domain of moderately complex systems is often to establish links between the 

involved engineering domains [KLW11] and to map required properties of the system to 

deliveries from the engineering domains. With regards to these challenges, good 

communication is the most important success factor. 

Note that architecture assessment is not covered in this paper. The approaches we 

discussed so far provide no significant support in judging whether an architecture is 

“good”. This can be achieved by means of further methods like e.g. Design for Six Sig-

ma [EM08] (e.g. axiomatic design). 
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5.3 Verification  

Since testing is expensive, cheaper verification methods should be considered (figure 2). 

For example, interface test can be replaced by “verification by inspection” by means of a 

peer review. 

Verification cost remains manageable if devices under test are themselves composed and 

specified in a modular way and designed to contain interfaces for the acquisition of test 

data. In the field of consumer goods, the short project durations we typically expect as 

well as the high innovation rate results in a high change rate and consequently impedes 

proper modularization. To meet the resulting verification challenges, it is recommended 

to create verification concepts already during the specification phase and to “explore” 

them [LEB09]. The typically iterative approach may still boost verification cost, because 

verification concepts now have to be modified across several iterations as well. One way 

of handling this could be to pay attention to scalability and flexibility. For example by 

designing modular test systems and describing test cases on an abstract level before 

implementing them for a concrete product. 

Reusability of test systems and test procedures across different variants of the system 

under test is thus important, if not the key factor for success – as far as moderately 

complex systems are concerned maybe even more than with complex systems, because 

we would expect the latter to have a much slower change rate. The group considers the 

model-based approach to be appropriate for obtaining re-usable test system architectures 

in test system development. Reusability of test systems can also be improved by 

choosing a modular driver architecture, which enables the fast integration of new test 

hardware [LGW10]. 
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Figure 2. Different verification methods. 
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In implementing a test system, very special solutions and unusual components should be 

avoided; based working group members’ experience, it is good practice to trust major 

manufacturers, in order to maintain compatibility and extendibility. In our understan-

ding, the term “unusual” applies to those components that can only be replaced with 

unreasonably large effort to change the test system. Even those test modules that are 

developed in-house could be standardized and stored in a library or “pool” to be used for 

composing tests. 

Tests should be described in an abstract way such that their key idea (e.g. key parts of 

the test system’s source code or source code for synthesizing test patterns) stay re-

usable, even if the concrete implementation of tests varies due to changing systems 

under test. Here are examples of ways for reaching the abstract description of tests: 

• Use a test sequencer: individual configuration of test steps along with re-using 

exactly the same test sequence. 

• To define tests, use abstract descriptions of the system under test’s input signal, 

e.g. like in [LBK+11] using the classification tree method for embedded 

systems [Con04] and the tool CTE® [Raz10]. 

6 Conclusion 

The statements we compiled regarding requirements, architecture and verification may 

be a good starting point for introducing systems engineering with regards to systems of 

moderate complexity; however, to obtain major benefits for daily business, systems 

engineers facing such a challenge need networking with partners from a similar field. 

The German
1
 chapter of INCOSE, “Gesellschaft für Systems Engineering” and its 

working groups are a good point of contact in this respect. 
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